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Abstract 
A neuralrnodel ic; developed to probe how eortieogeniculate feedback may contribute 
to the dynamics of binocular vision. Feedforward and feedback intera.etionfi among retinal, 
lateral geniculate, and eortical simple and complex eclls a.re used to simulate psychophys-
ical a.ncl neurobiological data concerning the dynamics of binocular disparity processing, 
including eorrect registration of di;;parity in response to dynamically changing stimuli, 
binocular summation of weak stimuli, and fusion of anticorrelated stimuli when they are 
delayed, but not when they arc simultaneous. The model exploits dynamic rebounds be-
tween opponent ON and OFF cells that are due to imbalances in ha.bituative transrnittcr 
gates. It shows how corticogenieula.te feedback can carry out a top-down matching process 
that inhibits incorrect disparity re8ponse8 and reduces persistence of previously correet. 
responses to clynamica.lly changing displays. 
Key Words: binocular vision, binocular disparity, visual eortex, lateral geniculate nu-
eleus, neural networks, corticogeniculate feedback, binocular ournmation, anticorrelated 
;;tereograms, habituative transmitters, opponent proce;;sing 
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1 Introduction 
This article develops a neural model of the temporal dynamic::; that occur during early 
stages of binocular vision. Several basic approaches toward visual neural processing have 
been proposed. Ac:eorcling to one a.pproac:h, neural proc:essing occurs in a fecdforward man-
ner, whereby increasingly more sophistic:a.tccl types of processing occur in a serial fashion 
(Celebrini, Thorpe, Trotter, & Irnbert, 1993). In suc:h a view, later processing stages do 
not afFect earlier stages. A less radical notion uses feedback within an individual c:ortical 
area (Carandini, Heeger, & Movshon, 1997). Finally, models of cortex have been proposed 
that argue that feedback both within and between cortical areas plays a fundamental role 
in cortical processing (Hupe, James, Payne, Lombcr, Girard, & Bullier, 1998; Grossberg, 
197Gb, 1999; Grossberg, Mingolla., & Ross, 1997). 
One key argument that is often put forward to dismiss the importance of cortico-cortic:al 
and cortico-gcnic:ulatc feedback is that there may not be enough time to c:arry out both 
feeclforward and fccdbac:k processing, espec:ially given that rcc:ognition ea.n be performed in 
as little as 150 ms (Thorpe, Fize, & Marlot, 1996). The aim of the present artiele is to in--
vestigate whether known physiology and anatomy arc eornpat.ible with extensive feedback 
processing within and between eortic.al areas, whether known physiological properties ean 
emerge clue to suc.h feedback, and whether the resulting dynamic. model behavior matches 
psyc.hophysical data on binocular vision. 'We c.oneludc first that feedback docs not hinder 
normal visual processing, second that feedback models c.an a.eeount for visual psydlophys-
iea.l cla.ta., and third that. fcedhac.k actually provides important advantages for the visual 
system. 
The present artic.le foc.uses on the temporal dynarnics of rh~J!ItTity processing because 
this is an early and important visual proeess, because it has been previously claimed that 
the underlying timing is too tight to allow fceclba.c.k to play a role (Marr, 1982), and because 
we have shown in an earlier study how eort.ieogc~nieulatc fccclba.ck cormcetions can aide in 
the development of disparity selec.tivity (Grunewald & Grossberg, 1998). The present 
study focuses on disparity processing as a matter of eonvcmiencc and elarity. \,Yc believe 
that the argnmcnt.s put. forward in this artidc are suffieicntly general to be applieable in 
many other contexts where the role of feedhac:k is debated. 
To obtain a binoc:ular representation of the environment, visual information available 
from Uw two eyes has to be eombinecl. During normal viewing, the two eyes eonvergc, 
and so the same part of the visual secne falls onto the ecnters of the two foveae. Since the 
two retinae are horizontally displaeed in the head, visual cues may not. be registered at 
eorresponding locations on t.hc two retinas. This disparity is used by the visual eortex as a 
powerful c:ue for depth ( .J ulesz, 1971). Since objeet.s can be at diff'crent depths, one retinal 
loeation eoulcl be paired in the eortcx with several other possible loeations on the other 
retina.. The two loeations that a.re paired typically genc.rate a binocularly fused pereept of 
a single location in space. One of the difficult tasks that the visual syotem faees is to decide 
which pair of retinal locations should be fused. This task is often called the corre8pondence 
p1'oblcm. (.J ulcsz, 1971 ). During free viewing, human observers tend t.o make about three 
eye movements per seeond. This means that the eorrespondenee problem has to be solved 
very rapidly based on the two images that are being processed by the two eyes. The present 
study explores to what extent a feedback model can aec:ount for several types of data about 
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the transient dynamics of binocular vision that illustrate how the brain achieves this goal. 
The model combines two previous modeling directions of visual perception and extends 
them into the dynamical domain. Both of these directions developed parts of the Bound· 
ary Contour System (BCS) of emergent boundary segmentation that was introduced by 
Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) to model aspects of the inter blob cortica1 process· 
ing stream from the lateral geniculate nueleus (LGN) to extrastriatc area V 4. One mod-
cling direction focussed on binocular vision. Grossberg (1994) further developed the BCS 
model by introducing FACADE theory to explain perceptual and neural data about 3-D 
vision a.ncl figure-ground separation. Grossberg and l\IIcLoughlin (1997) and McLoughlin 
and Grossberg (1998) refined FACADE theory to simulate data about da Vinci stereopsis 
(Gillam & Bm·sting, 1988; Kaye, 1978; Lawson & Gulick, 1967; Nakayama & Shimo· 
jo, 1990; Wheatstone, 1838) and about dichoptie masking, contrast-sensitive binocular 
matching, and Panum's limiting case (Smallman & McKee, 1995; McKee, Bravo, Taylor, 
& Legge, 1994b ). These simulations used model interactions from LGN ON and OFF cells 
to cortiea1 simple and complex cells. In a parallel development, Cove, Grossberg, and 
J\IIingolla (1995) studied a monocular version of the model that included feedback intcrae-
tiOJm from ends topped cortical cornplex cells hack to the LG N. This work simulated data 
about brightness perception and the formation of illusory contours. Both of these earlier 
modeling directions used dynamieal equations for model cells, but solved them at steady 
state, thereby discounting dynamic properties. The present study joins the rnodel of Cove 
et al. (1995) with the binocular model of Grossberg and lVIeLoughlin (1997) while at the 
same time taking dynamic properties explicitly into account. 
Corticogenieulate feedback plays a key role in studies of cortical disparity tuning for 
several reasons. In Grossberg (197Gb), it was proposed that corticogenicula.te feedback ear·· 
rics out a matching function whereby LGN cell activities that are consistent with cortical 
aetivations arc preserved and synchronized, whereas ineonsistcnt LGN activities arc sup. 
pressed. In particular, monocular LGN activations were proposed to resonate synchronous· 
ly with consistent corbca.l activations while binocularly inconsistent LGN activations arc 
supprcsc;cd. Sillito, Jones, Gerstein, and West (199·1) and Varela and Singer (1987) have 
reported neurophysiological evidence that is consistent with this prediction. The present 
work models how this feedback influences the clynamic:o of binocular disparity processing. 
Grossberg (197Gb) also proposed that this corticogcnieulate matching process plays a role 
in regulating and stabilizing the learning process whereby cortical complex cells achieve 
fine binoeular di,;parit.y tuning during development. A recent study (Grunewald & Gross· 
berg, 1998) rnodels this learning proeess and simulates !row eortieogenieulat.e feedback may 
influence the development of sharp binocular tuning. 
In the present study we proeeecl as follows: First, we review the psychophysiea1 and 
phyc;iologieallitcratmc of the dynamic nature of disparity processing. Second, we outline 
the main processing stages of the model. Third, we give a detailed mathema.tica.l exposition 
of the model. Fourth, we show simulation result.s that show that the model is able to 
dynamieally process disparity infonnation, that it. matches psychophysics and physiology, 
and that it relies on feedback. From these results, we coneluclc that corticogcnieulate 
feedback plays a useful role in normal dynamic. disparity processing. Some of the result;; 
have previously been reported in abstract form (Grunewald & Grossberg, 1995). 
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2 Review of experimental evidence 
2.1 Review of neurophysiology and anatomy 
Visual input from the retina projeets via retinal ganglion eclls to the lateral genieulate 
nueleus (LGN) and then to area V1 in the striate vi:mal cortex. Area V1 is arranged in 
several layers (layers 1-6), and neurons in layer 6 project from area V1 back to the LGN. 
The following paragraphs review relevant data.. 
2.1.1 Retina 
Ganglion cells in the retina. have oma.ll receptive fieldo that typiea.lly consist of a central 
region and an annular surround (Schiller, 1992). ON cells have an on-center off-surround 
organization such that ON cells arc excited by an increment light flash in their center, and 
are inhibited by an inerement light flash in their surround. A decrement light flash inhibits 
the center, but excites the surround. vVhen stimulated with a uniform field they do not 
respond at all. OFF cells have an off-center on-surround organization that responds in 
the opposite way: a deerernent light flash exeites them in the center, and inhibits them 
in the surround. After the offoet of a stimulus, a eel! that responded to the stimulus will 
quickly cease to respond, while a cell of the opposite polarity, which was not activated 
by the stimuhw, will respond briefly (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966). For example, an 
inerement light Hash will excite an ON cell, and inhibit an OFF cell at the same location. 
At the end of the flash, the ON cell will be inhibited, but the opponent OFF cell will be 
transiently activated. This transient response will be called an antagonistic Tebonnd. 
2.1.2 Lateral geniculate nucleus 
Like retinal ganglion cells, neurons in the LG N aloo have) a center-surround structure 
(Wiesel & Hubel, 1966). The LGN comprises relay cells, which are exeitatory and project 
to cortex, and interneurono that ean inhibit relay cells (Sillito & Kemp, 1983). Doth 
intcrneurons and relay cells receive direct input from the retina (Dubin & Cleland, 1977). 
IIVhen the eortieo-thaJamie input is aboli:;hed (e.g., by aspiration or chernicaJ inactivation 
of eortex), then cells in the LGN show no orientation or length tuning (Sillito & Murphy, 
1993). The effects of cortico-thaJamic fccclbaek will be discussed after a survey of cell 
properties in striate cortex. 
2.1.3 Primary visual cortex 
Area V1 in the visual cortex is arranged in six layers. Input. from the LGN arrives at 
layer 4, where neurons have receptive fklds with center-surround organization, very mud1 
like those found in the LG N. At least two different cell types have been identified in area 
V1: simple and complex cells. Doth of these cell types are tuned for orientation, and they 
show spatial summation. Simple eells have dearly identifiable ON and OFF rcgiono. If a 
light increment falls within the ON region, it will excite the simple cell. Likewise, a light 
decrement; within the OFF region excites the simple cell (Hubcl & Wiesel, 1962). Unlike 
LGN cells, however, these two regions arc in general parallel, and do not surround each 
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other (Rubel & Wiesel, 1968). An edge parallel to the border between the ON and the 
OFF regions of the correct polarity is the optimal stimulus for a simple cell. When a 
bar of optimal orientation is swept through a simple cell's receptive field, it will respond 
once. These properties have been discovered through neurophysiological studies of simple 
cells in the eat and monkey (Ferster, 1988; Lin, Gaska, .J aeobson, & Pollen, 1992; Pei, 
Viclyasagar, Volgushev, & Creutzfelclt, 1994). Complex cells do not have identifiable ON 
and OFF regions, and they respond to edges of either polarity. As a consequence, they 
respond twiec when a bar is swept through their receptive field. This distinetion between 
simple and eomplex eells has been used to define simple and complex cells (Skottun, De 
Valois, Grosof, Movshon, Albright, & Bonds, 1991). 
Many simple cells are found in the upper parts of layer 4, and many of them are 
only responsive to stimulation from one eye. Complex eells are predominantly found in 
layers 2 and 3, and most of them arc binocular. Rubel and Wiesel (1962) proposed that 
the eells in striate cortex are organized in a hierarchical way. Aecording to that view, 
simple cells reeeive genieulate input and complex cells receive input from simple cells. 
Although this view has been cha1lcngccl since then, it seems reasonable to assume that 
8orn.e simple and complex cells arc arranged in this way. In support of a hierarchical 
emergence of a subpopula.tion of these cell types in area Vl is the finding that many 
simple cells spike shortly before eomplcx eclls spike if their reeeptive fields overlap <mel 
have similar orientation tuning (Alonso & i\1Iartinc1,, 1998). In addition, more simple cells 
are monoeular than eomplcx eclls (Gilbert, 1977; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968), suggesting that 
simple eells arc closer to geniculate inputs than eomplcx cells. 
All these eel! types and interactions discussed thus far arc eonsidered to be excitatory. 
There are also inhibitory interactions, ancl inhibitory intcrneurons in the prirnary visual 
cortex. Mutual inhibition between simpk eclls of opposite contrast polarity has been 
reported (Ferster, 1988; Lin ct al., 1992; Pei et al., 1994). In addition, it appears that 
complex eells interact via inhibitory signals within Vl (Sillito, 1979; Sillito, Salt, & Kemp, 
1985). Inhibitory interactions similar to antagonistic rebornHb previously discussed in the 
retina have also been found in eortieal simple and eomplcx cells (Ringaeh, Hawken & 
Shapley, 1997). At present it is unclear whether these rebounds arc eortiea1ly generated or 
whether they are snbcortieal rebound responses that are propagated into cortex. However, 
it is dear that habituation at eortieal synapses does oecur (Abbott, Varela, Sen, & Nelson, 
1997), which would allow rebound responses to be generated cortica1ly (Grossberg, 1980). 
Inhibitory interncurons have a slower time eonstant than excitatory cells. There is evidence 
that suggests that pairs of excitatory and inhibitory neurons work together: the excitatory 
neuron exeites the inhibitory neuron, and (slightly delayed) the inhibitmy neurons inhibits 
the excitatory neuron (Kriigcr & Aiple, 1988). At present it is not clear how localized this 
inhibitory dfeet is. 
Excitatory neurons in mea Vl differ in the extent to which they respond to stimulation 
by either eye or by both eyes. This is called ocular dominance. Some eclls fire only if 
one of the eyes is stimulated, while the input in the other eye is irrelevant. Ot.lwr cells 
fi.re when either eye is stimula.tccl, and they fire stronger when both eyes arc stimulated 
(Gilbert, 1977; Rubel & Wiesel, 1968; Ohzawa & F'reeman, 1986a, 198Gb). 
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2.1.4 Corticogeniculate feedback 
The LGN also receives projections from layer G of the striate cortex (Robson, 1983). In 
faet, the majority of the input to LGN eells comes from there. The strength of this feedback 
projection suggests that it may play an important role in visual proeessing. It has been 
reported that cells in the LGN arc endstopped, and that they ean show orientation and 
length tuning (Cleland, Lee, & Vidyasagar, 1983), which is likely to be rnediated through 
the eortico-thalamic projections (Sillito & Murphy, 1993). Varela and Singer (1987) and 
Sillito et a!. (1994) showed that cortical feedback can have a. pronounced effeet on the 
excitability of cells in the LGN. Those authors found geniculate activity is reduced when 
the retinal input to the LGN does not match the cort.iea.l feedbaek. Thus eorticogenieula.te 
feedback ea.n have a profound effect on neural aetivities in the LGN. 
Feedback from cortex is excitatory (Montero, 1990), but it goes to both interneurons 
(Weber, Kalil, & Behan, 1989) and relay cells (Dubin & Cleland, 1977). Due to this 
complex pattern of eonnections, eonflieting results have been reported: there are reports 
of exeitatory influences (Kalil & Chase, 1970), inhibitory influences (Hull, 1968), and rnixecl 
effects (Marrocco & McClurkin, 1985). It seems dear from these results that feedback plays 
a role in spatially loca.li"'ed processing. Evidence to support this comes from the precise 
topography of the feedback projections (Updyke, 1975). This means that a simple role as 
the sourec of arousal cannot be conjectured for the feedback projections. 
2.2 Review of Psychophysics 
Important clynarnie properties of il-D vision arc binocular summation, non-fusion of si-
multaneous a.nticorrelated stcrcograms, and fusion of delayed antieorrelated stereograrns. 
Tirey arc discussed here to illustrate various facets of the dynamica.l interactions in visual 
binoeular proeessing. 
2.2.1 Binocular sumn1ation 
vVhen one views the world with only one eye, the world does not appear darker, even 
though the visual system is in fa.et receivin1~ less visual input. This is known as Fechn-
er's paradox (Cogan, 1982; Hering, 1964; Lcvelt, 1965). However, there are situations in 
which Fechner's paradox docs not hold. In particular, when viewing very brief or very dim 
stimuli, the detection threshold is lower when the stimulus is seen binocularly rather than 
monocularly (Andersen & Movshon, 1989; Cogan, Clarke, Chan, & Rossi, 1990; Westen-
dorf, Blake, & Fox, 1972). In other words, binocular summation aifeets the perception of 
surface properties. This result can also be extended to orientation diserimina.tion tasks, in 
which subjects' performance improves when both eyes arc stimulated (Bearse & F\·ccman, 
1994; Legge, 1984a, 1984b ). Thus, binocular summa.t.ion can also influence properties of 
boundary segmentation. Taken together, these findings suggest that for brief and low 
contrast stimuli, a facilitation occurs when stimuli arc viewed binocularly as opposed to 
monocularly, and that such binocular summa.l;ion seems to involve both surface properties, 
suc:h as brightness perception, a.nd boundary properties, :;uclr as orientation discrimination. 
This stimulus paradigm hereby probes the energetic aspects of binocular fusion through 
time. The present analysis models boundary properties. Grossberg and Kelly (1999) mod-
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eled the surface properties that lead to binocular brightness summation and Fechner's 
paradox. 
2.2.2 Fusion of anticorrelated stereograms 
A stereogram is made up of two images, one for each eye. \Vhen these images are binoc-
ularly fused, a percept in depth bewmes visible. In correlated stereograms, two images 
are constructed with corresponding features, which may be slightly shifted to create a dis-
parity when each pic.ture is viewed through a different eye. Random dot stercograms are 
stereograms that exclusively contain black and white clots arranged in a random fashion 
(JulesY-, 1960). This is illustrated in the top half of Figure 1. To perceive depth from such 
a stereogram, the visual sy:;tem typically matches clots with the sarne contrast polarities 
relative to their background. 
In an anticorrelatecl random dot stereogram, the contrast polarities between the two 
images arc reversed. Thi:> is illustrated in the bottom half of Figure 1. It is impossible to 
fuse them under normal conditions (Julesy,, 1960). However, if two anticorrelatecl pictures 
are presented with a slight temporal asynchrony (about 60 ms), then fusion is possible 
(Cogan, Lomakin, & Rossi, 1993). Afterimages occur following visual simulation and have 
reversed eontrasts. This suggests that the fusion of one image occurs with the afterimage of 
an earlier image in the other eye. At similar asynchronies, fu:-;ion of correlated stcreograms 
beeomcs impossible. 
2.3 Relationship between physiology and psychophysics 
A study has been performed that investigates the physiological responses to stimuli referred 
to in the psychophyoics discussion. Usually disparity tuning curves arc obtained by using 
correlated stcreograms. Recently Cumming and Parker ( 1997) showed that when antieor-
relatcd stereograms arc used, the tuning curves arc vertically inverted. This suggeots that 
at the stage of V1, responses to anticorrelatcd stereogram:-; arc still present, even though 
perceptually they cannot be fused. It i:; important to note, however, that an inveroion of 
the tuning curve means that there is no responoe at the preferred disparity. Thus the data 
of Cumming and Parker (1997) show that "spurious" responoes at the wrong disparities 
occur in response to an anticorrelated stimulus. 
3 Simulation Methods 
To investigate the importance of feedback during disparity processing, we developed the 
model architecture that is summarized in Figures 2 and 3. This architecture it> brieHy 
surveyed before a more detailed stage-by-stage description is given. At the lowest stage, 
retinal information is separated into ON and OFF channel responses. This separation has 
shown to be useful for modeling the processing of contrast information under conditions 
of variable illumination (Grossberg & Todorovic:, 1988; Grossberg & Wyse, 1991; Pes-
soa, Mingolla, & Neumann, 1995). In partieular, cells that obey membrane or ohunting 
equations, and that interact as a part of an on-ecnter off-surround network (ON cells) or 
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Figure 1: In a c:orrelatccl stereogram (top half of figure), the left and the right images 
have the same eontrast polarities, but the images may differ clue to disparity differences 
between the left and the right images. In this example, all clots have zero disparity, except 
the two middle dots, which are slightly shifted to the ldt in the left image, and to the 
right in the right image. In an anti correlated stcreogra.rn (bottom half of f1gurc) the left 
and the right irnages have opposite contrast polarities, and the images may differ due to 
disparity differences between the left and the right images. 
an ofrccmter on-surround network (OFF cells), arc capable of discounl;ing the illuminant, 
extracting Wdwr-law modulated ratio contrasts, and normalizing their total ac.tivities 
(Grossberg, 1973, 1980). ON and OFF cells arc linked together by an opponent processing 
network, called a gated dipole (Grossberg, 1972, 1980) wherein offset of an input to an ON 
cell can trigger a transient antagonistic: rebound in the corresponding OFF eel!. The net 
outputs of ON and OFF cells arc passed on to the LGN stage, where they are combined 
with feedback from complex cells. 
Spatially ofl'set ON and OFF outputs from the LGN that are activated by image con-
trasts activate, in turn, oriented simple cells in striate emtex. Excitatory ON and OFF eel! 
output signals add up at their target simple cells. Simple cells are sensitive to a particular 
contrast polarity (light-dark vs. dark-light). Simple cells of like position and orientation 
but opposite contrast. polarity eompete before their rec:t.ified activities are output to the 
complex cell stage. Here, information about. the polarity of an edge is lost by pooling sig-
nals from like-oriented simple cells with opposite contrast polarities. This pooling process 
also enables binocular disparity information to be extrac:tecl. The complex eel! stage, in 
turn, sends its activity to the LGN. 
Two components of the model merit special attention: the organization of the complex 
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Complex 
Figure 2: Model processing stagco. The retinal 0tage reecivc0 visual information, extracts 
contrast information and passes it on to the lateral geniculate nudeus stage (LGN stage), 
. . 
where it is combined with eorticogeniculate feedback signals. Filtering at the orientation· 
selective simple eel! stage feeds into a clisparity·sclcetive eornplex cell stage. Processing 
is hicrarchiea.lly organized, but feedback signals from the complex cell stage to the LGN 
stage play an important part in strengthening complex cell stage activities. 
cell Held and of the feedback from eomplex eclls to the LG N. The complex eel! field rapidly 
matches the infonnation from the two eyes. Complex eclls pool activities from simple eells 
from both eyes and of both polarities. The main issue to be understood is how complex 
eells can binocularly match like contrasts from the two eyes, yet have output signals that 
pool opposite contrast. polarities. It has been proposed that aet.ivities from simple cells of 
the same polarity facilitate each other while opposite polarities inhibit each other, before all 
polarity combinations of this interaction arc half.· wave rcet,iHed and added to generate the 
Hna1 complex cell response (McLoughlin & Grossberg, 1998; Ohzawa & Freeman, 1986a, 
198Gb). This ensures that complex cells pool both polarities of contrast., yet only match 
across like polarities. As a. result of summing these ha.lf.wa.ve rcetified signa.ls, the complex 
cell computes a full·wave rcctiHecl, oriented Hltering of the image. 
Matches also occur only within a prcddincd distance. In other words, there is a. limit 
to the disparities that can be fused. This limit is called Panum's limiting area in the 
psychophysical literature (Fender & .Julesz, 1967). Many matches can be initiated within 
this distance by an image at each position, but typically only one succeeds in substantially 
activating the complex cells there. This is ensured through recurrent lateral inhibition 
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a,c:ross the complex cell field, which contrast enhances the input pattern received by the 
complex cells (Sillito, 1979; Sillito ct al., 1985). 
At the offset of an input, the complex cell field needs to be able to reset itself, in the 
sense that no node remains persistently aetive. The model circuit that connects simple 
cells and complex cells contains interneurons that control this reset process. 
Figure 3: Detailed model architecture. The left and right; images impinge on the left and 
right retinae respectively. The retinal :;ta.ge processes eontrast information using ON and 
OFF cell:; whose opponent signals are separately transmitted to the latera.! geniculate nu-
c:lcus stage (LGN stage), where they are combined with cort.ieogenieulat.e feedback signals. 
The simple cell stage combines LGN stage responses to yield orientation selectivity which 
retains infonnation about the polarity of image contrast. The complex cell stage pools 
rectified simple cell stage act.ivities aeross polarities, across the two eyes, and across space. 
The complex cell stage binocularly matches like polarities, and also pools opposite polar·· 
it.ies, to become selective to disparities between left and right images. The complex cell 
stage generates feedback signals to the LGN stage. Each rectangle corresponds to one fidel 
of 100 simulated neurons. 
The second key element of the model is feedback from the complex cell stage to the 
LGN stage. This feedback stabilizes the processing at the cornplex eel! stage. Feedback 
oceurs when the activities of the eornplcx cells converge onto a. given disparity. This means 
that the winning c:omplex cells have achieved a. high level of a.etivity, and all other eells 
have zero activity. Output signals from the complex cell stage reaeh the LGN stage, where 
they further activate those LGN cells that feed the a.etive eomplcx cells, while inhibiting 
LGN cells that do not. One ean think of the feedback activity as a confirmation, or 
verific:ation, signa.!. When activity at the LGN stage matches the confirmation signal, the 
. . 
corresponding LGN eell activities are enhanced, and therefore a. stronger signal is fed to 
the simple and c:omplex cell stages, so that the feedback to the LG N also inereases. This 
feedback cycle is shown below to eonverge rapidly to a resonant equilibrium state between 
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mutually consistent LGN and cortical eel! activities. 
3.1 Model processing stages 
A more precise description of model stages and mechanisms is now given. The Results in 
Section 4 can be read without these details. All processing stages prior to the complex 
cell stage arc monocular, thus requiring a double complement of neural fields, one for each 
eye (Figure 3). To achieve maximal conceptual clarity, each processing stage models only 
those neural properties that are rate-limiting in explaining the data. 
\i\Te usc the santo equatiom and parameters as used in Grunewald and Grossberg (1998), 
except that no learning takes place, and that a fully developed system (with sharp disparity 
tuned kernels) is used. Some notations have been changed to be more consistent through-
out.. A 1-D version of the model is simulated. Cell activities are governed by membrane, 
or shunting, equations with a hyperpolarization term (Hodgkin, 1964; Grossberg, 1973): 
c/J; ( ) ( ) 
--
1
·=-D:r:+ U-:cE- L+:rl. 
ct 
(1) 
The term -Dx: in equation (1) is a passive decay term which ensures that, without any 
external input, neural aetivity exponentially dceays to zero. Term (U -~:)E is the excitatory 
shunting term, where E denotes excitatory input to the neuron, and U is the upper bound 
of neural aetivity. Fador U- x ensures that. neural activity cannot rise above U, no matter 
how large the input E. Term --(L + :~:)1 is a slmnt,ing inhibition term, where I denotes 
the inhibitory aetivity to the neuron, and - L is the lower bound of neural aetivity. Faetor 
L+a: ensures that aetivity never drops below the lower bound. Half-wave reetiHed activities 
X = max(:r:, 0) arc passed on as output signals. In the following equations D = U = L = 1. 
All the model parameters arc summarized in Table 1. 
Most kernelr; used in the model are Gau:ssians exeept when otherwise indiea.t.ed: 
(2) 
where CJ specifies the size of the kernel. All kernels used arc normalized so that I:11 G ( y) = 1, 
and k is chosen accordingly. For notational convenience, the subseript o of a. kernel indicates 
the origin of the signal with whic.h the kernel is to be convolved. That ensures that when, 
within a single equation, signals from multiple sourees converge, it is clear which kernel 
goes with which incorning signal. The size of a kernel is the number of source nodes for 
which the kernel contains weights. The irnplemented size of the kernels throughout the 
simulations is 17 nodes (1 centered on t.he node receiving the input a.ncl 8 on either side). 
This does not mean eaeh kernel is actually different front zero over all the 17 nodes used. 
The size from a functional point of view is determined by CJ. 
3 .1.1 Image 
There arc two images, left and right. Each image consists of low or high ac:tivit.ies. The 
input is a bright bar t.hat is slowly moving rightward on a background of low intensity. The 
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I Parameter I Value I Description 
D 1 passive decay constant of cell activity 
u 1 upper limit of cell a.etivity 
L 1 lower limit of cell activity 
A 0.2 rate of gate recovery 
B 1 baseline gate aeti vi ty 
c 2 active gate decay 
T 0.3 background aetivity 
-·· 
aJ,a1 0.3, 0.9 width of retinal kernels 
Cfc 0.6 width of corticogeniculate feedback kernels 
(JI 0.3 width of simple cell kernels 
f+ f-
as l (Js 0.3, 5 width of fccclforward complex cell kernels 
b+ b~ 
(Jc 'rYe 0.1, 4 width of feedback complex cell kernels 
.. 
·-· ···---
Ml 1 eodficient of photoreceptor input 
Mg 10 cocHieicnt of ganglion input from photorcceptors 
M,. 200 eoefficient of LGN input from retina 
Me 4 coefficient of LGN input from eomplcx cells 
M, 2 codficient of oimpk cell signals 
M{ 2 coefficient; of fccdforwanl complex cell signals (non·?,Cro disparity) 
Jy[f 
' 
2.1 coefficient of fecdforwHrd complex cell signals (1,cro disparity) 
M" c 300 coefficient of feedback complex cell signals 
-· - - -······--
(t 1.3 simple cell threshold 
(3 20 weight of complex eel! inhibitory interneuron 
s 0.5 integration speed ofi11hibitory internenrons 
. ·---~···· ·-·--
Table 1: The parametcro used in the binocular model. 
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disparity between the two images varies. The activity of the retinal image is denoted by h 
At. the end of this section the input images for the various simulated stimulus eonditions 
arc described. 
Retina 
Image 
Figure 4: ON and OFF cells at the retinal stage. The image is convolved with center 
and smround lmrnels, which are subtraetecl from each other to yield ON and OFF cell 
responses. 
3.1.2 Retinal stage 
At the retina.! stage, ON and OFF responses are obtained by eonvolving the retinal image 
with eenter and surround kernels. These eel! activities, or potentials, are then half-wave 
rectified to yield ON and OFF signals. This is shown schematically in Figure 4. Adaptation 
to prolonged exposure to a. stimulus is achieved by incorporating the ON and OFF signals 
into a. gated dipole opponent processing eireuit that coordinates ON and OFF responses 
(Figure 5). A gated dipole responds to either ON or OFF signals with an initial transient 
overshoot that decays, or habituates, to a. sustained lower value when the input stimulus 
persists. Habituation is mediated by chemical transmitters that muli;iply, or ga.t.c, the 
signals from the ON and OFF cells (sec the squares in Figure 5), before the gated signals 
eompcte and the net signals are reetified. Due to the persistence of asymmetric transmitter 
habit.ua.tion in the input channel after the input terminates, the opponent channel gets 
transiently aetiva.tecl, after which the gated dipole gradually equilibrates to its reoting 
status. This type of opponent intcraetion can be cxt.enclecl to ineluclc not just two ncmons, 
or two populations of neurons (Grunewald & Lankhcet, 1996). 
Stated more precisely, at. the retina of each eye, there arc 4 fields of neurons: 2 eyes 
x 2 polarities (ON or OFF). The membrane equations for the activities rf and r·; at the 
first level of ON and OFF cell processing, respectively, arc defined as follows: 
dr+ 
-' =-Dr++ (U- r·+)p+- (L + T+)r dt 1 1 l 1 1 (3) 
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Figure 5: Opponent processing of ON eel!;; (left eolumn) and OFF cells (right column) 
at the retinal stage. Transmitter inactivation lead;; to habituation (at squares) of the 
response to a persistent input. Habituation eombincd with inhibition between ON and 
OFF ehannels, half-wave reetif-ied output signals, and tonic: background aetivity result 
in a.n antagonistic rebound response at the offset of a stimulus. The ON ehanncl (left 
hand eolurnn) responds to a phasic step input on a constant tonic: background (lowest 
left graph) by habituating its transmitter (next lowest graph). The phasie-plus-tonie ON 
signal is multiplied by the transmitter to generate overshoot and undershoot responses 
(next lowest graph). The OFF eha.nnel (right hand column) responds to only the eonstant 
tonie baekground (lowest right graph) whidr creatc)S a eonstant baseline level of habituation 
and output (next two graphs). The habituated OFF ehannel output is subtracted from 
that of the ON ehannel by an opponent interaction. The result is half-wave rectified to 
generate a habituative, but sustained, ON response (upper left graph). \~Then the same 
is done in the 0 FF ehannel, a transient antagonistic rebound oecurs at the oif~et of the 
input (upper right graph). 
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and 
rir:-
-' =-Dr:-+ (U- r:-)p-- (L + r:-)p+ (4) dt 1 1 t 1 1 • 
The exr.itatory (F/) and inhibitory (Fn feedforward aetivities (related directly to the 
image) are defined by: 
F/ = Ml L Gj(k- i)h (5) 
k 
and 
Ft = Ml L Gj(k- i)h, (6) 
k 
where o-j = 0.3 and Jj 0.9. The kernels are shown in Figure Ga. The half-wave 
rec:tificd signal that is passed on to the next level of retinal processing is defined by P; = 
M, max(r·;, 0). The signal of an ON eel! is denoted by p+ and of an OFF cell by p-. Here 
Gj is a narrow eentcr Gaussian kernel, and G[ is a wider surround Gaussian kernel. The 
kernels are Hipped for the OFF eells. 
The opponent processing of ON and OFF cell signals is modulated by a. chemieal 
transmitter process that can multiply, or gate, the transmitted strength of activity towards 
the next level. For each location, there is a transmitter gate that obeys the equation 
(Grossberg, 1972): 
(~~' = A(B- g;)- C(P, + T)g;. (7) 
In equation (7), parameter A defines the rate of transmitter acc:urnula.bon, B gives the 
maximal level of aecumulated transmitter, and C defines the rate at whieh the transmitter 
is inactivated, or habituated, by an input. signal P;. Term P;g; says that. such inaetivation 
oecurs by mass aetion. Pa1·ameter T denotes a. ba.ekground, or tonic, level of activity. This 
background level of activity can be interpreted as intrinsic: noise within a Held of neurons. 
The final opponent output of retinal ON and OFF cells is given by: 
Rt = M, max((P/ + T)gt - (P,- + T)gj, 0) (8) 
and 
Ri (9) 
respectively. 
A second upper index indicates which retina a cell belongs to (left or right.), thus there 
arc the following variables at this level: Ri+, R;-, R;·+, R;·-. Strietly :;peaking, there ought 
to be a neuronal field between the activities P; and R; at which the background level 
activity T is added to the ON and OFF eel! signals P/ and r,-. The intermediate field is 
then gated by the g;. It. is assumed that these cells equilibrate more rapidly to the input 
than the transmitters, and hence are solved at equilibrium. This assumption reduces the 
number of differential equations and aeeorclingly speeds up simulations. 
The tonic aet.ivitios T ealibrate the sensitivity of the network to the phasic inputs P;. 
They also provide the internal activity that. energizes an OFF eel! rebound in response 
to offset of an ON cell input. The tonie terms T may be implemented in several ways to 
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Figure 6: The kernels used in the model. Top left: kernels at the retinal stage. Top right: 
feedbaek kernels at the LGN stage. 13ottom left.: kernels at the simple eel! stage. !3oth 
polarities arc shown (DL denotes dark-light contrast transition, and LD denotes light-dark 
eontrast transition). Bottom right: kernels at the complex eel! stage. Excitatory and 
inhibitory fcedforward kernels (denoted by "on" and "off"), and cxeita.tory and inhibitory 
feedback kernels (denoted by "back on" and "baek ofF") are shown. Note that. only the 
exeitatory fecclforwa.rcl kernels are disparity tuned. In this ease the left kernel of a far 
tuned eel! (tuned to disparity -3) is shown. The right kernel peaks at +3 (not shown). For 
a ncar tuned cell the left and right kcrneb arc interchanged, and for a zero disparity cell 
both kernels peak at 0. 
realize these properties. The main requirement is that they eombine with phasic. inputs 
before the transmitter gating st.agc. 
3.1.3 LGN stage 
At t.he LGN stage, the retinal ON and OFF aetivitics are fed bottom-up into model ON 
and OFF cells. These cells also receive excitatory and inhibitory top-down signals from 
complex eells, as shown in Figure 7. As noted above, corticogenieulatc feedback makes a 
predietion about t.he neural pa.t.tcrns that the eomplex cell "expects" to ii.nd at the LG N 
level. If the bottom-up and top-down signals match, then the LGN activity that is passed 
on to the next stage of proc.cssinp; is enhanced. If the signals do not match, then the 
. -
LG N signal is attenuated. These properties are aehievccl by eombining topographically 
organized excitatory feedback with non--spceiii.e inhibitory feedback (Figure 7) to capture 
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the main effects of the LGN feedback circuit, as in Gove et al. (1995). Target cells are 
activated either when only bottom-up signals are active, or when both bottom-up and 
top-down excitatory feedback converge. If only top-clown inhibitory feedback converges 
on a previously active cell, then tha.t cell's activity is attenua.tecl. This scheme is similar 
to the interaction between bottom-up and top-down signals that is described in Adaptive 
Resonance Theory, or ART (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1993; Grossberg, 1976b, 1995). 
Complex 
LGN 
Retina 
Figure 7: Combined bottom-up and top-down processing at the LGN :;tage. Feedforwarcl 
signals from the retinal stage excite the LGN stage. Topographic feedback signals from the 
complex cell stage amplify LGN stage activities if fecdforward activities match feedback 
aetivities. If there is no match, the non-speciiie fecdbaek inhibition (shown on right of 
f-igure) deereases LGN stage aetivities. 
There are 4 f-ields of neurons at the LGN level: 2 eyes x 2 polarities (ON or OFF). 
The membrane equations tha.t def-ine LGN ON and OFF activities zt and lj, respectively, 
are as follows: 
(10) 
and 
dl~ 
-' = ·-·Dl~ + (U -l~)(R~ -1- B+)· - (L + l~)B~ clt '1 1 '1· t 1 1 • (11) 
The speeifie excitatory (Bt) and non-speei{ie inhibitory (Bi) feedback signals from com-
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plex cells are given by: 
n+ 
' 
MeL G,(i- k, d)C'kd (12) 
k,d 
n:-, 'E_C'hl (13) 
k,d 
The term C'"'' denotes a signal from a complex cell at position k: that is sensitive to disparity 
d; see equation (29). The eomplex kernel G, in (12) is shifted by 0.5 to compensate for 
the shift that arises in the transition from the LGN to simple cells. In other words, the 
grid corresponding to the complex cell activities is shifted by half a pixel with respect to 
the grid of the LG N cells: 
, . ( (y - 0.5 + ed) 2 ) G,(y,d)=k:exp - 'l 2 
..,(Yc 
(14) 
The index d denotes the disparity (which can be -3, 0, or 3) of the complex cell, e = -1,1 
denotes the ocularity (left. or right) of the LGN to which fecclhack is going, and k: is chosen 
to normalize the kernel. The kernel is shown in Figure G. 
The LGN output signal is ddined as follows: 
max( if", 0) 
rnax(r;, 0). 
(15) 
(16) 
A second upper index indicates which LGN a cell belongs to (left or right). Thus there 
arc 4 types of output signals from the LGN: Ll+, L;-, L;·+, L;·-. 
3.1.4 Simple cell stage 
At the simple cell stap;e, ON and OFF signals from slightly shifted positions lead to maximal 
excitation. l3y itself, convergence of exeitatory ON and OFF signal;; eould aetivatc simple 
cells even in the absence of a eontrast difference. This is avoided by introducing eompetition 
between simple eells of opposite polarity, as in Figure 8. 
There are 4 fields of neurons at the simple cell level: 2 eyes x 2 polarities (light-dark 
or clark-light). The responses of simple cells are built up from convolutions of the LGN 
cell responses with ocld-symrnet.ric kernels: 
sf"= 'E_K,(i- k)Lt, (17) 
k 
and similarly for ,-. In (17), 1(1 is an odd-symmetric kernel such that: 
}"(. . ( ) ( (y+0.5)
2
) ~~ y) = k sm y + 0.5 exp · ·) 2 ·- , jyl (18) 
where en = 0.3 gives the width of the kernel, and k: norma.lizes the kernel. Sec Figure 6. In 
this kernel, y is shifted by 0.5 so that the ;;imple cell is positioned between a. pair of LGN 
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• 
Figure 8: The simple eel! stage is excited by LGN stage ON cells and spatially displaced 
OFF cells (left figure). Opposite polarities a.t the simple cell stage are due to difFerent 
spatial distributions of inputs from LGN stage ON and OFF cells. Inhibition between 
opposite polarities at the simple cell stage is followed by rectification to generate output 
signah In response to a light-dark vertical contntst (middle figure), only one cell polarity 
of the pair gets activated, so an output is generated. In response to an input of spatially 
uniform luminance (right figure), both simple eclls are equally activated ancl mutually 
inhibit one another. 
cells. This affords good edge localization. 
Simple cell responses St ancl 8;- arc derived from st and .s; as follows (see Figure 8): 
and 
(20) 
where the upper indices stand for dark-light ( +) and light-dark (-) edges, M1 is a scaling 
constant, and o reduces spurious responses. The activities 8t and .s;· give the eontributions 
of the ON and OFF cells to the dark-light simple cell. Doth need to be sufficiently active 
to f-ire the simple eel!. The absolute value term niBt- -'i I ensures that the simple cell docs 
not f-ire when both .st and .,;- arc activated, or if only one of the two is active. This rule 
eombines two similar simple eel! models previously described (Gove eta!., 1995; Grossberg 
& McLoughlin, 1997). Another upper index is aclcled to (19) - (20) to denote the eye of 
· · . (I ·) ,c;l+ cl- c>·+ o·,·-ongnl , or r : i , ,:yi , ,J 1: , ,Ji . 
3.1.5 Complex cell stage 
At the eornplex eel! stage there arc two types of neurons: cxeitatory eomplcx eells and 
inhibitory interneurons. The complex eells reeeivc fecdforward exeitatory signals from 
simple eells of like orientation and both eontrast polarities. Moreover, at each location there 
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arc complex cells that are sensitive to different disparities. Such a cell will be maximally 
a.ctivated if simple cells of the matcl1ing polarity are activated, and if the peale of activity 
at the simple cells is positionally shifted between the two eyes by the disparity to which 
the complex cell is best tuned. Simple cell activities from opposite polarities do not lead 
to complex cell activation. This circuit is illustrated in Figure 9. 
Figure 9: Top: Fecdforward processing nt the complex cell stage. At the complex cell stage 
opposite polarities from the simple cell stage are pooled across space and across eyes. A 
cell at the eomplex eel! stage is maximally excited if the disparity between signals at the 
simple cell stage matdws its preferred disparity, and if activity at the simple eel! stage 
ha.s the same polarity. Input from the simple cell stage is ananged in a center-sunound 
fashion, such that the eells a.t the simple cell stage excite nearby cells at the eomplcx 
eel! stage, hut inhibit more distant cells. Bottom: Disparity tuning of eomplex cell stage. 
Disparity tuning at the complex cell stage is obtained by pooling activities from simple cell 
stage of the same polarities from the two eyes. After a.dding a.etivitics for eaeh polarity, the 
activities corresponding to the two polarities are subtracted and then the absolute value 
is taken. This ensures that only eells of the same polarities can be fusee!, while rendering 
the eomplcx cell stage insensitive to the direction of contrast. 
The fecdforward signals from simple eells, by themselves, would lead to broad disparity 
tuning, because the disparate inputo to complex cells come from a. whole neighborhood of 
perceptual spa.ee. To obtain sharply tuned complex cell disparities, the activities within 
the complex cell field interact via inhibitory feedback signals. The model incorporates 
local competition across space and across disparities (Grossberg, 1994). Each cell also 
sends exeitatory feedback to itself. Such a recurrent competitive field is summarized in 
Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Top: Feedback interactions at the complex cell stage across space. A cell 
excites itself, but inhibits eells that are further away in the network. Bottom: Feedback 
interactions at the complex cell stage across disparities. A eell excites itself, but inhibits 
cells that code different disparities. 
The network io designed so that only the cell population with the strongest input re· 
ceives more excitation than inhibition. Recurrent interactions amplify these potentially 
small differences into large differences. Such a "wimwr-takc-all" eircuit may be realized 
using shunting interactions in a recurrent, or feedbaek, on-ecnter off-surround anatomy if a 
suitably cleHned nonlinear feedbaek signal funetion is also inc.orporatcd (Grossberg, 1973, 
1980). TI.ccurrent eompctitive fields also have the property that they can maintain their 
activation after the input has vanished so that learning can rcae.t to the winning activa· 
tion pattern throughout this interval (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1993; Grossberg, 197Ga; 
Grunewald & Grossberg, 1998; Kohonen, 1984; von dcr Malsburg, 1973). Such short .. term 
aet.ivity cannot be allowed to persiot indcHnitcly, or else the network would not be able 
t.o process future inputs. Thus the persisting activation is rc;;ct shortly after the input 
t.errninates. 
This reset eireuit works as follows. Slow inhibitory intcrncurono are paired with each 
complex eell (Figure 11). These intcrncurons are inhibited by simple cell input and excited 
by complex cell fccdbaek. They in turn inhibit their partner complex cell. \;y'hcn simple 
cells arc aet.ive, they exeitc eomplcx cells and inhibit the corresponding intcrncurons. Onec 
a eomplex cell winner has emerged through feedback interactions, it cxeites its interneuron, 
but the simple cell inhibition keeps the interneuron inactive. \;y'hcn the input shuts off, 
however, the simple eclls eeasc to respond, the intcrncurons are no longer inhibited by 
them, and thus they arc only excited by complex cells. As a consequence, the interncurons 
beeomc active and inhibit the corresponding eomplex cells until both arc no longer active. 
There arc 3 fields of eornplex cells: one each for zero, uncrossed (far), and c:rossccl 
(near) disparities. The disparities that were used arc 0, ·3, 3. A disparity of ·3 means that 
the left image has been shifted by -3 (3 to the left), and the right image by 3 (3 to the 
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Figure 11: Complex eells reset eireuit internenrons. The inhibitory neuron receives the 
same input from the simple eel! sta.ge as the eorresponding cell at the complex cell stage. 
In addition it is cxeitccl by that complex cell, and it inhibits the complex eel!. This ensure 
that following ecssation of input from the simple cell stage the eomplcx cell stage rapidly 
ceases to be aetivc. 
right). So the aetna! distanec between corresponding points is six units. As:;oeiated with 
caeh complex cell is also an inhibitory interneuron, as in Figure 11. The equations for the 
excitatory complex cell aetivities ct1 and the inhibitory interneuronal ac:tivities c~1 me as 
follows: 
and 
dct1 
dt 
1 dc~1 
b cit 
(21) 
(22) 
Parameter {J in (21) denotes the interneuron strength. It is chosen so that aetivation of the 
inhibitory interneuron in the absence of simple cell activity leads to inhibibon of complex 
eells. This prevents undue persistence of complex cell aetivation as a result of complex cell 
positive fccdbaek B~i after inputs shut off. The small parameter 8 in (22) ensures that the 
inhibitory interneuron rcaet.s more slowly than the eomplex eel!. 
The feedforwarcl signals Fi,i and p,- in (21) deii.ne the binocular disparity filter between 
simple and complex eells (Grossberg & McLoughlin, 1997): 
F + 'I ~ 
" 
'11 I'~G'+ ('" · ll"''- "'c+ (k· · J)s···-1' c L T"'l- fi, - z, (._ ,:Jk ·+ L. s,._ . - z, ( k 
k k 
-"' c+ (k- i d)s'+- "'c+ (k- i d)S':+I L ·~I+ ' k L Srf - ' k 
k k 
(23) 
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and 
p-
' 
M[ ji:_ c;,_(k -- i)s!- +I:_ c~_ (k- i)s;-
k k 
'\' G'- ( '- 'J ct+ '\' G'- (I· ')S''-I-1 
-L :r.51+ x:-t 'Jk -L TSr+ \:-'/, k ) 
k k 
(24) 
where II denotes the absolute value and M[ scales the strength of feeclforward activities. 
The difference within each absolute value expression ensures that maxima.! activation oc-
curs when simple cells of the same polarity are active in the two eyes, as shown in the 
bottom half of Figure 9. If the polarities clifl'cr, only a weak signal can be generated. The 
absolute value operation, on the other hand, performs a full-wave rectification which en-
rmres that the fccclforwa.rcl signal docs not depend on what polarity the simple cells have. 
Each of these full-wave rectification terms may be interpret-ed as arising from the sum of 
two half-wave rect-ification terms that respond to one or the other polarity match, but not 
both, before the rcsnlt.s are pooled at the eomplex cells; sec Grossberg and McLoughlin 
(1997). In other words, feeclforward activities are designed so that only simple cell activ-
ities of the same polarities can fuse, but at the c;ame time the eomplex cell output pools 
opposite contrast polarities, which has been viewed as a defining charaet.eristic of complex 
cells (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962; Gilbert, 1977; Skoi;i;un ct. al, 1991). This property is illus-
trated in Figure 9. For complex cells at zem disparity (d = 0), the fcedforward wt~ight kif 
is scaled by a factor of 1.05 times its value for non-zero disparity cells. This factor ensures 
that, during monocular presentation, cells at the zero disparity level respond maximally. 
The feeclforward inhibitory Gaussian kernels c- in (24) arc not disparity tuned. They 
arc charac:terizecl by parameter J.{-, as in equation (2). The feedforward excitatory kernels 
c+ in (23) arc disparity tuned. The ldt and right kernels arc given by: 
c;,(y,d) 
c;; (v, d) 
G(y- d) 
G(y +d) 
(25) 
(2G) 
with J.{+ = 0.3, where d gives the dic;pa.rity shift of a given complex cell. As noted above, 
the disparities that arc used in these simulations are ··3, 0 and 3. Sinee G(y) is a Gaussian 
that is centered on 0 as in equation (2), c;; peaks at y = d and c;; ]lC)aks at y = ·-·d. For 
d = 3, this means that the left kernel is shifted rightwards, and the right kernel is shifted 
ldtwards; i.e., d = 3 corresponds to crossed disparities. Similarly, d = --3 corresponds to 
uncrossed disparities, and d = 0 corresponds to zero disparity. The eonvolution with these 
kernels in equation (23) implies that the input to a given complex cell will be maximal 
when the simple cell activities from the two eyes not: only have the same polarity, but 
are also offset by the correct amount. \;v'hen the diopa.rity of a kernel docs not mateh 
the disparity of simple c:dl ac:tivities (and therefore of contrast edges in the image), that 
particular complex c:cll will not survive the feedback eompetition defined by (21 ). 
The feedbaek signals that realize the competition in equation (21) are given by: 
(27) 
),C 
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and 
(28) 
),C 
where .M,b seaks the strength of feedback interactions. Feedback aet.ivities arc also not 
disparity tuned. 
The feedback signal function in (22), (27) and (28) is a faster than--linear nonlinearity 
f(:r) = :r1 in order to ad1ieve winner-take-all dynamics (Grossberg, 1973). The feedback 
kernel parameters 0'~+ and 0'~- arc given in Table 1. The profiles of all kemels are shown 
in Figure 6. 
The output of the eomplex eel! stage is defined by 
(29) 
These signals represent the output of the model, and they arc also the corticogenieulate 
fcedbaek terms in the LGN equations (12) and (13). 
3.2 Implementation details 
Each field of neurons has the sarne size. In the present simulations, a field of 100 units was 
used. The units were arranged in a. ring, so that. no problems oecur clue to edge effects. 
All differential equations were integrated nsing the fourth order Ihmge·I<utta method, 
with a step size of H = 0.01. \~Tc equated a time step of 0.01 t.o one simulated millisecond. 
Update of the network was pcrfonned so that. only values from the previous processing time 
step were used in calculations. Simulations WC)re implemented as a. C' program running on 
Sun and SGI workstations. Table 1 summarizes all the panrnwters that were used in the 
sirnulaticms. 
In all simulations the same parameters and equations were used, except in the no 
feedback simulations. The only diiferenecs between the simula.t.ions of the int.aet model arc 
the input images. 
3.2.1 Dynamic disparity response 
In the simulations of normal dynamic: disparity proces;;ing a bar was shown at different. 
positions and at different. disparities. The mathematical definition of the left image for 
0 :'0: t < 80 rns is: 
and for the right image is: 
{ 
1 l'O:i<7 
Ij = 3 7 :'0: i < 27 
1 27 s i :'0: 100 
I 
1 :'0: i < 13 
13 :'0: i < 33 T'={~ 
1 33 :'0: i :'0: 100 
(30) 
(31) 
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For 80 ms ::; t < 160 ms, the mathematical definition of the left and the right image is: 
{ 
1 1 < i < 40 
I 1 = r = 3 40 < i < 60 . . -
1 60 ::; i ::; 1 ()(). 
For 160 ms ::; t < 240 ms, the mathematieal definition of the left image is: 
and for the right image is: 
1 ::; i < 73 
73 ::; i < 93 
93 ::; i ::; 100 
{ 
1 1 < i < 67 
IJ = 3 67 ::; i < 87 
1 87 ::; i ::; 100 
For 240 ms ::; i < 280 ms all input values are 1, in other words 
I!=IJ=l. 
Figure 12 represents the inputs. 
3.2.2 Binocular summation 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
In the simulations of binocular summation a dim stimulus is presented briefly either to one 
eye, or to both eyes. The input is mathematically ddined as follows: 
r' = { 1.1 if 20 ::; i < 40 and 0 < t < 5 rns 
· ' 1 otherwise (36) 
In the simulation of monoenlar presentation IT = 1 for all i, whereas and in the binocular 
simulations IT = If, where Jj is as deHned above. 
3.2.3 Anticorrelated stereograms 
In the simulations with the anticorrela.ted stereogram, c~ither an antieorrcla.tcd stereogram 
was shown simultaneously to both eyes, or delayed. The left input is dcHncd as follows: 
I' = { 1.1 if 20. ::; i < 40 and 0 < t < 200 ms 
' 1 otherwise (37) 
In the simultaneous case the right input is given by: 
r = { 0.85 if 20. ::; i < 40 and 0 < t < 200 ms 
' 1 otherwise (38) 
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and in the delayed case the right input is given by: 
r; = { 0.85 if 20 ::; i < 40 and 200 ms < t < 400 ms 1 otherwise (39) 
3.2.4 No feedback 
In this simulation the same stimulus as in the dynamic disparity response simulations was 
used, except that the cortieogeniculate feedback was set to 7,ero, i.e. Bt = Bi = 0 in 
equations (10) and (11). 
4 Simulation Results 
This section shows simulations in response to the stimuli deseribed in the previous seetion. 
4.1 Dynamic disparity response 
This simulation is used to illustrate the dynamies of eaeh processing stage within the 
network. For the sequence of a bar moving in space and depth as shown in Figure 12, the 
responses at the various levels are shown. 
At the retinal stage, following the oncoet of the first st.imuluo, ON and OFF reopon;;cs 
occur at both left and right retinas. Theoe responses rise very rapidly, and also deeay 
rapidly, but persist during the stimulus presentation. At stimulus off'sct a rebound response 
oceurs, which is slightly ofFset. Note, however, that the ON response and the eorresponcling 
rebound OFF response occur at the same locations. At the LGN stage, the signals from the 
retinal stage are made less extreme sueh that tlw initial rise is less fast, and the sustained 
part of the re;;ponse is stronger. This oeeuro clue to eortieogeniculate fcc)dhaek. 
At the simple cell stage, responses only occur at. the appropriate contrast transition, 
which then feeds into the complex cell stage. Note that the ON/OFF rebound responses 
reappear in the form of DL/LD rebound responses. At the complex cell stage the appro-
priate disparity at the correct location is identi{ied. 
4.2 Binocular summation 
In the simulations of binocular summation a brief and weak stirnulus is presented either 
monoeularly or binocularly. Figure 13 shows the responses of one eel! at the cornplex 
cell stage in those two simulations. When the stimulus is monocular, the response is 
significantly weaker than when the stimulus is binocular. 
\Vith stimuli of sufficicmt intensity and duration, the recurrent interaction within the 
eornplex cell stage can normalize activity such that the response elieited is independent 
of stimulus strength. However, when the stimuli are very short and weak, complex cell 
stage processing is slowed down so that there is not enough time for the eomplcx cell stage 
to converge before the stimulus disappears. In this regime, the prescnee or absence of an 
additional visual input, as oec:urs during binocular stimulation, adds sufficient energy to 
speed up complex cell stage processing. One could c:hose an arbitrary threshold as a value 
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Figure 12: Normal dynamic disparity processing. Activities are shown for each 1nodel 
stage. In this figure activities are indicated by grey values: white means high activity, 
blade means no a.etivity. In each sub-plot time is along the y-a.xis, and the location of 
a eel! in the network is along the x-axis. The top row shows the left and right images 
pre;;ented to the network. It is a white bar moving rightwards and changing disparity 
from far, to 0 disparity to ncar. The second row shows the activitic)s at the output of 
the retinal stage. ON and OFF responses f(Jr left and right retinae arc indicated. The 
third row shows the activities at the corresponding LGN stage. The fourth row shows the 
output of the simple cell stage, f(Jr cells selective to dark-light (DL) and light-dark (LD) 
contrast transition for left and right monoeula.r cells. The final row shows the output of 
the complex cell stage for far cells (left.), 0 disparity cells (middle), and near cells (right). 
The complex eel! stage correctly identifies the location and the disparity of the input .. 
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Figure 13: Simulation of binocular summation. A brief, weak stimulus is presented either 
monoeularly or binocularly. The activities of a cell at the complex eel! field at disparity 0 
is shown. Note that the. activities at the eomplex cell stage arc signifi.cantly weaker in the 
monocular simulations compared to the binocular simulation. 
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to be exeecdccl for a visual stimulus to be perceived. It then would always be possible to 
find a value for which the binocular stimulus causes c.omplex cell activities to cross that 
value, while a monocular stimulus does not. It is in this sense that the model simulates 
the phcnorncnon of binoeular summation. 
4.3 Fusion of anticorrelated stereograms 
Figure 14 shows the input and the complex cell activation in the a.nticorrclatecl stereogram 
simulations. On the left, the anticorrelated stereogram is delayed, and fusion is possible. 
This occurs due to the antagonistic rebound response obtained at the retinal stage after 
input offset. In this eornplcmcntary response, polarities are inverted, but spatial positions 
arc maintained. Beeause eornplex cells can only fuse correla.t.ed images, the rebound re-
sponse of the first image ean fuse with the response to the seeond image. In other words, 
the rebound response to a dark-light response is a light-dark response, which can fuse with 
a light-dark response clue to a later stimulus. A simulation of this is shown in Figure 14. 
Simulations of Gmnewald and Grossberg (1998) suggest that this rebound response plays 
a key role in controlling the development of fine disparity tuning at complex cells. 
In contrast, when the anticorrelatecl stimuli are presented simultaneously, activation 
at the simple eel! stage in the two eyes does not match. Hence, no responses at the 
disparity 0 occurs (the disparity in the stimulus). Instead, spurious activation oceurs at 
other disparities and locations. Thus, the model does produce responses to anticorrclated 
stimuli, but the correspondence between stimulus disparity and preferred complex cell 
disparity is not maintained. These features have been shown physiologically (Cumming & 
Parker, 1997). 
4.4 Responses in absence of corticogeniculate feedback 
Since there is long-loop feedback from complex tells to the LGN, the dynamics of the 
model as a whole exhibit a greater level of complexity. Figure lG shows the complex eel! 
activities for the three complex cell disparities at one loeation when the simulation was 
run with and without cortieogenieulate fceclbaek. 
In response to all stimuli, aetivity rises equally fast with or without feedback. Thus 
when only one stirnulus oeeurs near a partieula.r location, the presence of feedback docs 
not delay processing. Note, however, aetivity in the nc.a1· dispm·ity field a.t a loea.tion t.ha.t 
corresponds to the first stimulus, which appears when there is no feedback as soon as 
the initial response disappears. \A/hile this response is brief, it is dearly at an incorrect 
disparity. This occurs because, in the absence~ of corticogenieulatc feeclbaek, any mis-
eategorizations that oecur at the complex eel! stage are not used as a prediction to be 
matehcd against the incoming retinal stage input. Therefore this activity is not shut oif. 
Moreover, when fceclbaek is present, the cleeay of activity at stimulus offset oeeurs 
earlier. This is due to the cortieogcnieulate inhibitory feedback that quenches LGN stage 
activities whenever no retinal stage input exists. Thus, corticogeniculate feedback helps 
to prevent undue pcrsistenee of geniculate and therefore complex cell stage activity. As 
a result, the temporal separation of subsequent visual inputs is maintained provided that 
inputs occur closely in space. 
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Figure 14: Simulation of antieorrclatcd stimuli. An antieorrclated bar is presented either 
delayed, or oirnnltaneously. In the delayed simulation (left group of plots) a responoe oec:urs 
at. eornplex cell stage of the disparity 0, no other responses oec:ur. In the simultaneous 
sirnulation (right group of plots) no response oc:curs at disparity 0, but spurious responses 
at ncar and far disparities oc:cur. 
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IMPORTANCE OF CORTICOGENICULATE FEEDBACK 
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Figure 15: Complex eel! aet.ivitics in the simulations with and without. eortieogenicula.te 
fccdbaek. Complex cell stage aetivities of individual cells of all threl) disparities arc shown. 
The response rise occurs with the same delay in both cases. All responses last shorter 
in the presenec of feedbaek. Moreover, incorrect response:> oecur when correct responses 
disappear (bottom row). 
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5 Discussion 
This article shows how a model of visual processing that includes top-down corticogenic-
ulate feedback can operate stably in the temporal domain and that feedback provides 
important proeessing advantages for the visual system. In so doing, the model provides an 
alternative to modeling approaehes that a.ceept no feedback interactions between different 
brain areas (Cclebrini et al., 1993), or fcedbaek interactions only in the form of lateral 
interactions within the same brain area (Carandini ct. al., 1997). These results do not, 
however, imply that feedback is essential for all aspects of visual processing. 
5.1 Modeling caveats 
The present study simulates a dynamical model, but it docs not ineorpora.tc many temporal 
parameters, such as conduetion delays, synaptic delays, and various neural integration time 
eonstants. Although some estimates for these parameters are available, no agreement on 
precise values has been achieved. In any event, the purpose of the present model was not 
to argue that the model ean simulate quantitative timing properties, but rather that the 
model is able to qualitatively explain key data about dynamie disparity proeessing and 
ea.n stably and quiekly eonverge on the correct disparity with the help of corticogenicula.te 
feedback. A rnodel of how the disparity-tuning properties that have been used herein could 
self-organi~e during a developmenta.l critical period when the kernclo c;+ in (23) are plastic 
was deserihcd in Grunewald and Grossberg (1998). 
5.2 Relationship to motion processing 
Since visual motion by ddinition is a. dynamic visual stimulus, it would be tempting to 
model a variety of phenomena that eornbine motion and disparity with the dynamic dis-
parity model that we have proposed here. Likely candidates would be the Pulfrieh effec.t 
(Pulfrich, 1922), structure-from-motion (Bradley, Chang, & Andersen, 1998), and binocu-
lar motion aftereffects (Grunewa.ld & Mingolla, 1998). 
However, a cautionary note needs to be added. Functional diH:(~renccs between the 
visual motion system that passes through MT and the parallel visual form system that 
passes through V2 have been modeled, along with their interaetion via. the V2-to-MT 
pathway (Ba.loeh & Grossberg, 1997; Fra.neis & Grossberg, 1996; Grossberg, 1991; Qian & 
Andersen, 1997). The present model simulations are part of the static vi:;ual system, not 
the motion system. A full model of how the visual cortex responds to objects moving in 
depth would therefore need to analyse how static disparity interacts with motion disparity 
mechanisms. I3ased on the results developed herein, such a modeling study ean now be 
attempted. 
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